American National Mortgage Foreclosure Moratorium

By Anna Von Reitz

Foreign bankruptcy trustees operating unlawfully on American soil have fronted false claims and have been generating invalid mortgages in this country since 1909.

As a result of this venerable, widespread and pernicious fraud found throughout the mortgage industry and throughout the administrative functions of the UNITED STATES, INC. and the USA, INC. seeking to mischaracterize millions of Americans as federal Territorial and/or federal Municipal citizens, we are calling for an American National Mortgage Foreclosure Moratorium.

Out of thousands of mortgages we have examined we haven’t found a single enforceable security interest involved in any mortgage floated by any bank or savings and loan institution. All these claims lack any equitable consideration to back their claim of enforceable security interest.

This means that the Secretary of War /Secretary of Defense and the Generals responsible have failed in their duty under the Lieber Code since 1913 and that America and Americans have been plundered in violation of both national and international law under color of law ever since.

This gigantic underlying fraud is sufficient cause to void all contracts, all obligations, all deeds, all mortgages, and all titles merely presumed to exist unless it is proven in open court that these same Americans have willingly, knowingly, and under conditions of full disclosure accepted actual and not merely voluntary or symbolic federal employment and have agreed to accept the burdens of federal Territorial and/or Municipal citizenship that result.

We note that even if Americans have accepted actual federal employment and have accepted the burdens that entails, including citizenship in the foreign delegated jurisdiction of the United States, they are still owed equal civil rights. We will also note that upon retirement from any federal service presumptions of federal citizenship must cease. Finally, and importantly, all such federal citizens are still protected from foreclosure and sheriff sales at the state level under the provisions of TARP as of February 2009.

Thus, if you are an American state national or American State Citizen and have a mortgage, you are the victim of international crime and are owed both remedy and recompense from the perpetrators which includes the liquidation of any mortgage
held against your NAME and the return of your assets free and clear and the return of the escrow plus interest denominated in lawful money.

Even if you are legitimately a Federal United States or Municipal United States citizen, you are owed equal civil rights and protection, and any property held in your NAME is protected from state level sheriff’s sale by TARP as of February, 2009.

For all these reasons and more it is time for a Foreclosure Moratorium to be imposed throughout the actual land jurisdiction United States as well as the Territorial and Municipal United States. The members of Congress and the Trump Administration must be made aware of these facts and held accountable.

We recommend that you print off and send a copy of this letter to every member of Congress and to President Trump and the members of his Administration, the federated State of __________Governors, the local Judges and District Attorneys, federated County Sheriffs and others who need to know.
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